
 

 

 

 

 

Hello Tool Shed Members! 

We are thrilled to say we are now open for loaning again!!! Happy days   

It has been a busy month for us here at CBSA Tool Shed. We took full advantage of 

the dry weather to make a start on a little build for Back 2 Basics, another of 

CBSA’s brilliant projects (more info at www.cbsa.org.uk). A covered outdoor area 

was needed so that the project can deliver cookery classes al fresco and as our 

saying goes, why hire someone when you can DIY it?!! So quicker than Clarke Kent 

can don his Lycra, the Toolies arrived, drills in hand to save the day! The build is 

near to completion and so far without the need for Lycra wearing  

We have been very much in demand this month and in between building, we were asked to make some 

planters for a local business. Now there is nothing more we enjoy than to salvage some pallets and 

transform them into new repurposed items! The planters are simple to construct and you only need a few 

tools, all of which can be borrowed from Tool Shed, and to make it even easier, instructions on how to 

create your own will shortly be available on our workshop page. With all projects, we got inspired to go 

that one step further and so A Choo Choo arrived (sorry, we could not resist the connection to flowers 

and sneezing there). We will endeavour to provide instructions for this as well but confess to rather 

making it up as we went along…sometimes projects just evolve without too much pre-planning so do not 

be afraid to just go with the flow and see where it takes you  

In other exciting news, our Upcycling Competition is being launched on the 30th April so make sure you 

check out our Face Book page for details. Entry forms will be available to download via our website or 

alternatively email us at info@cbsatoolshed.org.uk and we will send you a copy. Finalists will be shortlisted 

by an independent panel with the winners being voted for by the general public. This competition is as 

much about imagination as it is skill so do not be afraid to give it a go! Check out our latest upcycles which 

includes the cutest teacup fairy house at www.cbsatoolshed.org.uk/our-workshops/ 

Stay safe everyone and have a great month.  

From The Toolies,  

Vanessa, Ian and Helen 
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